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INTRODUCTION

The quantitative measurement of cerebral blood flow volume (BFV) is clinically useful in a variety of cerebrovascular conditions. Total cerebral BFV can be assessed by measuring flow in the vessels supplying the brain. Hence, quantification of carotid blood flow can be considered an important neuroradiologic tool. An accurate BFV measurement technique is especially of great value in conditions such as monitoring cerebral BFV before and after carotid endarterectomy, hemodynamic evaluation of a carotid stenosis, the presence of collateral pathways, and estimation of the shunt volume in cerebral arteriovenous malformations (1-4). Furthermore, sonographic assessment of the cerebral BFV may be an additional parameter that may improve the diagnostic sensitivity of US in stroke patients, and may have prognostic relevance (5).

In daily clinical practice, Doppler US is a noninvasive technique used for measuring blood flow in the vessels supplying the brain. With Doppler imaging, the artery to be examined can be well delineated and chosen for interrogation. However, spectral Doppler imaging tends to significantly overestimate cerebral BFV due to some inherent limiting features (6). For this reason, sonographic planimetric measurement methods are used to complement duplex Doppler scanning, one of them being power Doppler imaging - B-flow imaging, on the other hand, is a recently introduced non-Doppler technology enabling real-time imaging of the flowing blood, which may be a promising technique for quantification of blood flow volume.

This study aimed to compare the accuracy levels of blood flow volume estimations in the bilateral common carotid (CCA), internal carotid (ICA), and external carotid arteries (ECA) of healthy volunteers obtained with color Doppler, power Doppler and B-flow US. For this purpose, in vivo internal validation was performed to determine the carotid BFV in a group of healthy subjects.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Blood flow volumes of the bilateral common carotid, internal carotid and external carotid arteries of 40 healthy volunteers were measured using color Doppler, power Doppler and B-flow US. Of the subjects, 23 were women and 17 were men. The mean patient age was 34.43 ± 8.45 years (mean ± SD), with an age range of 27-44 years. None of the subjects had a known history of any cardiovascular disease, diabetes mellitus, or smoking.

Sonograms were obtained with a GE Logiq 9 (MI, USA) using a 4-10 MHz linear transducer. After the explanation of the study protocol, all volunteers gave informed consent before blood flow volume measurements.
We assumed that in an ideal flow volume measurement technique the sum of the blood flow volume of ICA and ECA would be equal to that of CCA. Any difference between them would indicate the inconsistency of the imaging technique applied.

Intravascular flow volumes were calculated within the ICA, ECA and CCA using color Doppler, power Doppler and B-flow US. Volunteers were allowed to rest on the examination table for 10 minutes before volume measurements were obtained with sonography. All blood vessels (ICA, ECA, and CCA) of 80 groups of the extracranial carotid system were examined by these three sonographic methods in all of the subjects.

A routine examination of the carotid arteries was performed before volume flow measurements, in order to exclude any pathologic processes like atherosclerosis or stenosis. The subjects were examined with color Doppler US (CDUS) first, followed by power Doppler US (PDUS) and B flow imaging.

For flow volume measurements a straight segment of the vessels (ECA, ICA and CCA) at least 2 cm from the bifurcation was selected. The same sagittal plane was used for the flow measurements, maintaining the plane of the section as constant as possible. Windows of color Doppler, power Doppler and B-flow images were used to place the sample volume for supplemental PW interrogation at the selected site of measurement. A large Doppler sample volume corresponding to the vessel diameter was used. The angle of insonation was adjusted to 60 degrees or below and was kept constant while alternating between different modes. For color and power Doppler US, the imaging parameters like color gain or wall filter were adjusted for each image with optimal color saturation with no aliasing or color “bleeding” over the lumen. High sensitivity levels were used for B-flow ultrasound with a single focus positioned just below the range of interest.

The luminal diameter of each vessel, which was determined as the distance between the parallel walls of the vessel contrasted by color Doppler, power Doppler or B-flow signals, was measured on the magnified images of the vessel under study. The diameter of the vessel was measured as close to the line of interrogation as possible, for better accuracy. The intravascular blood flow volume measurements were automatically calculated by the built-in software of the ultrasound device, as the product of angle-corrected time-averaged flow velocity and the cross-sectional area of the vessel. The flow measurements were repeated three times for each vessel and for each US technique and then averaged to provide the blood flow volume estimates of each vessel in order to minimize the random errors to an acceptable level. All sonographic examinations were performed by a single radiologist experienced in sonography.

For each US method, the sum of ICA and ECA blood flow volumes was compared with that of the ipsilateral CCA. The percent difference between the sum of ICA and ECA blood flow volume estimates and that of the CCA was assumed to express the inconsistency of a method. This difference was calculated by subtracting the total ICA and ECA blood flow from the CCA flow. The absolute difference was divided by the CCA flow and expressed as a percentage. Statistical analysis was performed with commercially available statistical software (SPSS 11.0, Statistical Package for the Social Sciences, Chicago, IL, USA). To compare the percentage inconsistency of the two techniques, a paired t test was used. The level of significance was taken at p < 0.01. Kendall’s W test was used for interobserver variability and the significance level was set at p < 0.01.

RESULTS

The overall results of flow volume measurements of 80 groups of ICA, ECA and CCA obtained by color Doppler, power Doppler and B-flow US techniques are summarized in Table 1. With all the techniques, the blood flow estimates were consistently greater for CCA than for the sum of its branches. The percent inconsistency values (±SD) were 19.21 ± 15.51%, 13.45 ± 11.02%, and 4.03 ± 4.01% for CDUS, PDUS and B-flow US, respectively. The lowest inconsistency level was obtained with B-flow US, which was significantly different from the levels of both CDUS and PDUS in pairwise comparisons (p < 0.001), indicating that with B-flow imaging a more accurate estimate of blood flow volume can be obtained. The inconsistency level of CDUS was greater than that of PDUS, but this difference was not statistically significant (p = 0.027).

The highest flow volume values in the vessels were obtained with PDUS, followed by quantifications obtained by CDUS and B-flow imaging. For all the US techniques there was a significant difference in the BFV measurements between CCA and its branches (ICA + ECA) (p < 0.001). However,

Table 1. Blood flow volume (BFV) measurements (*) CCA, ICA and ECA obtained with CDUS, PDUS and B-flow imaging.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>CDUS (ml/min)</th>
<th>PDUS (ml/min)</th>
<th>B-flow (ml/min)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CCA</td>
<td>448.34 ± 119.73</td>
<td>457.56 ± 136.32</td>
<td>354.67 ± 110.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICA</td>
<td>249.31 ± 92.23</td>
<td>266.12 ± 91.67</td>
<td>241.45 ± 69.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECA</td>
<td>143.98 ± 68.49</td>
<td>149.98 ± 69.25</td>
<td>120.65 ± 61.87</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*mean ± SD, ml/min
there was better correlation between the CCA BFV and the sum of (ICA and ECA) BFV by the B-flow technique than with the either CDUS or PDUS (Figures 1). When B-flow imaging was used, the sum of ICA and ECA flow volumes gave the closest values to the CCA flow volume estimate of the ipsilateral artery. The intraobserver variability was 0.819, which was insignificant and within acceptable levels.

DISCUSSION

Accurate quantification of cerebral BFV has many potential applications in vascular medicine, neurology and neurosurgery. Cerebral blood flow can be assessed based on information on flow in capillaries or by measuring flow in the vessel supplying the brain. The quantitative measurement of cerebral BFV is achieved by various methods such as stable Xenon CT, single-photon emission CT, positron emission tomography, and perfusion magnetic resonance. However, these techniques have some limitations such as ionizing radiation, invasiveness, or high cost. Moreover, they require the transfer of patients to the imaging or radionuclear facility, which is another main disadvantage, especially for debilitated, sedated or ventilated patients (7-9). Color Doppler US, on the other hand, can be instituted for the measurement of blood flow volume, without the disadvantages of the mentioned techniques (9). However, CDUS has also some important and limiting inherent features in the visualization of dynamic pulsatile flow, like decreased spatial resolution and frame rate, or high angle dependency. The vessel diameter measurements from a color Doppler image may be erroneous as the resolution of these systems is poor and the spread of color overlay leads to artifactual increases in the apparent diameter (10-12).

For flow quantification, some sonographic planimetric measurement methods are used to complement duplex Doppler scanning, in an attempt to eliminate some of the disadvantages
against the vessel walls with simultaneous detection of flow phenomena are less angle dependent and better demarcated. It may also be more reliable in the evaluation of small or tortuous vessels. Angle independency are further advantages of B-flow imaging. The presence of more flash artifacts compared to CDUS because of higher sensitivity to movement and inability to detect flow direction (14-16). In both color and power Doppler US, the flow is presented as an overlay to the B-mode image. As a result, any tissue motion may be registered as a color flash artifact, which may obscure true flow data. Maximizing the color fill-in of vessels with low pulse repetition frequency, low wall filter, and high color gain settings will result in some overwriting of the vessel wall, which can prevent accurate estimation of the inner luminal diameter, measured between intimal layers (12).

B-flow imaging is a recently introduced flow technology that extends B-mode imaging capabilities to blood flow, including high frame rate and high spatial, temporal, and contrast resolution (12, 17, 18). It enables real-time imaging of particulate constituents within the flowing blood in a gray-scale presentation, while simultaneously depicting surrounding anatomy, but without the need for overlays. This explains the unobstructed view of the vessel lumen obtained by the B-flow technique. B-flow images are generated by using digitally encoded US technology consisting of a transmit encoder and a receive decoder in a digital beam former. The digitally encoded sound waves are transmitted through soft tissues, and vessels. The returning signals are then decoded and displayed. In stationary tissue the echoes remains the same, but in regions of moving blood there is a change from one pulse to the next. Basically, in B-flow imaging, the echoes are subtracted from one another and the difference is amplified to provide the display of movement. Blood flow usually cannot be seen in traditional B-mode sonography, since weak echoes from blood cells are partially degraded due to reverberation and other artifacts. On the other hand, in B-flow sonography, which is actually a gray-scale imaging method, signals from blood reflectors are enhanced while the tissue return signal is suppressed, without the limitations of CDUS or PDUS. In B-flow imaging, a better frame rate and axial resolution than in color flow imaging is obtained because of fewer pulses applied along each line and the use of high frequency wideband pulses. B-flow provides an unobstructed view of the vessel lumen depicting the blood echoes in a gray-scale presentation simultaneously with tissue morphology, unlike color Doppler flow in which the color signals are superimposed onto gray-scale images. The presence of fewer imaging parameters that are easier to optimize, and angle independency are further advantages of B-flow imaging. It may also be more reliable in the evaluation of small or tortuous vessels than other sonographic modalities, as the flow phenonema are less angle dependent and better demarcated against the vessel walls with simultaneous detection of flow (12, 17, 19, 20).

In duplex scanning measurements of blood flow volume vessel diameter or surface area are combined with Doppler-derived velocity determinations to obtain estimates of volume flow (21, 22). However, this technique is subject to some errors. These errors of volume flow measurement arise from inaccurate estimation of blood velocity and diameter measurement by off-axis sampling (due to respiratory movement of the carotid arteries or pulsatile vessels), tortuous vessels, turbulent or non-axial flow, artifactual color signals, poor color setting, variations of vessel diameter during cardiac cycle and respiratory vessel movement (6, 23). The blood flow volume is calculated with the following equation: Blood Flow Volume = mean velocity x vessel cross-sectional area = mean velocity x \( \pi/4 \times \text{(vessel diameter)}^2 \). The cross-sectional area of the vessel is usually calculated from a static vessel diameter measured at the location of the Doppler sample volume, which assumes a circular vessel configuration. On the basis of this equation, any minor error in the vessel diameter measurement may dramatically alter the estimated flow volume. Overlay of the intimal layer by color coding may cause overestimation of the vessel diameter, which is a critical parameter blood flow volume calculation, as the volume formula suggested (24).

In our study, we compared the accuracy levels of blood flow volume estimations in the bilateral CCA, ICA, and ECA of healthy volunteers obtained with color Doppler, power Doppler and B-flow US by the use of an internal standard. The results showed that for all the US techniques there was a significant difference in the BFV measurements between CCA and the sum of its branches, which may be regarded as supportive evidence for the inaccuracy of these sonographic techniques. With all the techniques, the blood flow estimates were consistently greater for CCA than for the sum of its branches. However, there was a better correlation between the BFV and the B-flow technique than either the CDUS or PDUS techniques.

Potential sources of error in BFV estimations such as turbulent flow or off-axis sampling seem to be common to all sonographic techniques (23). We assume that diameter measurement is estimated better with B-flow imaging, which is probably one of the major contributions to its greater accuracy for blood flow volume estimations. This accuracy of B-flow imaging in diameter measurement may be due to the elimination of sonographic artifacts such as color overwriting, aliasing and blooming, providing better visualization of the lumen (12, 17).

B-flow imaging has some shortcomings, despite the mentioned advantages. A major limitation of this technique is that excessive pulsation of the vessel leads to movement of the surrounding structures and this may blur the exact margins of the vessel wall. Further disadvantages include decreased sensitivity with increased depth, difficulty demonstrating slow flow, and background flash artifacts (18). Some disadvantages of traditional ultrasound such as operator dependency or inability to obtain signals deep in a calcified structure also apply to B-flow imaging.
In conclusion, B-flow imaging is a more accurate volume quantification method compared to color or power Doppler imaging. Therefore, it seems to be more reliable also for the estimation of global cerebral BFV assessed by measurement of blood flow volumes of the extracranial arteries. Even though sonographic methods have been shown to overestimate flow volume measurement, B-flow imaging, which has higher accuracy levels, has potential use in cerebrovascular diseases mainly because of its low operational cost and bedside applicability for the monitoring of critically ill patients. However, this method needs further validation with larger series with cerebrovascular disease.
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